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**Abstract**
Anticipating the future is uniquely human. We strive constantly to anticipate trends and great events to seek opportunity and avoid disaster. So what will drive the future of tropical Australia? The four authors of this book, all of whom have a close association with the Cooperative Research Centre for Tropical Savanna Management, identify ten major drivers that will shape the north: population, social function, property rights, Commonwealth policy, the global economy, resource use, oil futures, climate change, invasive organisms and technological innovation. For each they identify the risks, uncertainties and the extent to which they can be controlled by the people of the north. Then they describe seven possible futures: chronic underdevelopment, degeneration, a northern ricebowl, an industrial powerhouse, environment first, an Indigenous community Utopia and dynamic urbanization. These are not predictions. They are scenarios to make readers think and realize that the decisions being made today will have a profound influence in the future. Whereas for the rest of the world, the future has largely been set by unplanned development and the irrevocable contingencies of history, northern Australia can be moulded by deliberate and considered choices. Our generation has the opportunity and frightening responsibility to make those choices. Stephen Garnett has had experience in many different sectors - Indigenous, pastoral, government and academic - in his 30 years in tropical Australia. John Woinarski is the doyen of environmental scientists in the north with a deep understanding of the evolutionary processes that have shaped and will shape our region. Rolf Gerritsen is an economist with an independent view of trends in tropical economies and Gordon Duff, who once headed the Tropical Savannas CRC, has had decades of experience bringing diverse groups together in a common purpose to take the north forward towards more harmonious future.
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Futures trading and futures options trading in combination with stocks, ETFs, and options worldwide from a single online futures trading platform. Rated as a Top Online Broker Best for Options Traders Best for Frequent Traders Lowest Cost Broker Rating Low Cost for 16th Year in a Row 3. Interactive Brokers offers two simple, low cost pricing plans for US Futures and Futures Options. Fixed Rate Pricing. US Markets - Charges a fixed rate low commission plus exchange, regulatory and clearing fees. North Australia Wide Activities. Over the last half a century mineral resource discovery in Australia has been underpinned by national surface geology mapping supplemented by magnetic and gravity geophysical datasets. In order to meet the challenge of exploring undercover, a new era of subsurface geological mapping is required, supplemented by additional new geophysical techniques capable of imaging aspects of the subsurface geology. A new generation of seamless continental-scale geological mapping commenced as part of the Exploring for the Future program. This new approach involves interpretations of the subsurface geology beneath geological sequences of the Cenozoic, Mesozoic, Phanerozoic and Neo-proterozoic Eras, which overlie older prospective rocks.